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ABSTRACT  

Tesla Model 3 is making news in the history of automobiles as never seen before. The new electric car 
already has more than 400,000 reservations and counting. We carried out a descriptive analysis of sales 
of all Tesla models and found that the number of reservations till date are more than three times sales of 
all previous Tesla cars combined. Clearly there is a lot of buzz surrounding this and such buzz influences 
consumers’ opinions and sentiments and which in turn lead to bookings. This paper aims to summarize 
findings about people’s opinions, reviews and sentiments about Tesla’s new car Model 3 using textual 
analysis of tweets. 

For this, we used the live streaming data from Twitter over time and studied its pattern based on the 
booking timeline. We have been collecting data from March 2016 when the interest of people in this 
model spiked suddenly. A sample of 1000 tweets was analyzed from a total of about 10,000 collected via 
fumes. We used the SAS® Enterprise Miner and SAS® Sentiment Analysis Studio to evaluate key 
questions pertaining to the analysis such as following. What features do people think about? What are the 
factors that motivate people to reserve Tesla? What factors are discouraging them?  

INTRODUCTION  

Tesla motors introduced their first electric sport car – ‘Tesla Roadster’ in 2008. Telsa motors became 
popular with their second electric car ‘Model S’, a fully electric luxury sedan which became the world’s 
second bestselling plug-in car after Nissan Leaf. Tesla Motors has sold almost 140,000 electric car 
worldwide after its first release. The new model Tesla model 3 is released by the company at an 
affordable price for lower income consumers. The ‘Tesla Model 3’ is an all-electric four-door compact 
luxury sedan which was unveiled in March and the deliveries are planned for the end of 2017. According 
to the company officials, within a week of the unveiling, 325,000 Model 3 reservations were made, more 
than triple the number of Model S,Tesla had sold by the end of 2015. These reservations represent 
potential sales of over US$14 billion [6]. As of May 15, 2016, Tesla had taken about 373,000 reservations 
[7] 

In US, there are five cities which have more than 50% of total reservations of electric cars including Tesla 
Model 3 as seen below. The reservations for Tesla Model 3 is continuously at rise in these cities [8]  

 

Figure 1.1- Electric car sales in US – top cities 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_car
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compact_car
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luxury_vehicle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sedan_%28automobile%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_Model_S
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_Model_3#cite_note-SFG02042016-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_Model_3#cite_note-SFG02042016-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_Model_3#cite_note-373K-4
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On looking into the interest of people in Tesla Model 3 based on their searches on google, it was found 
that the interest is particularly high in the cities shown below. 

 

Figure 2.2- Top cities for tesla model 3. Web Search. Worldwide, Past 90 days 

 

Wouldn’t it be great if we could find the reasons behind such high reservations by understanding people’s 
opinion about the latest Tesla car – Tesla Model 3.  

We can find out what topics are people talking about in the tweets Also, overall sentiment of the tweet 
corpus can also be analyzed by sentiment analysis. This would help us understand what the positive as 
well as negative sentiments which are expressed by the users via tweets. This analysis would help us 
quantify how people feel about the new electric car by their sentiments expressed via tweets. 

 

DATA PREPARATION  

The primary source of data for this research was the twitter feeds posted by users. Tweets posted around 
the time of announcement of Tesla Model 3, were collected using FLUME which uses the exposed twitter 
API to save tweets. The process flow for the analysis can be seen in the figure below- 

 

Figure 3 – Preparation of data 

 

FLUME saved the tweets on the Memory Channel (MEM) after which the data is sent to the Hadoop 
Distributed File System (HDFS) sink, and then to the HDFS. HDFS is used to store data collected from 
social networking sites. Since the data is in an semi-structured format (.json), it is converted into a 
structured format (.CSV) using Python. Over a period of 18 weeks, 10,000 tweets were collected under 
the handle #TeslaModel3. 90% of the tweets obtained under this handle were tweeted within 60 days 
after Tesla Model 3 unveiled. 
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METHODOLOGY 

The data was portioned into two stratified samples (training and Validation). The training data was used to 
build the model and the validation data to text the accuracy of the model. This provided an honest 
assessment of the models built. Then, a sample of Twitter feeds were classified into positive and negative 
categories and this sample was used to train the statistical models in the sentiment analysis studio which 
was later used to classify the remaining data. 

Once the tweets were collected and converted into SAS dataset, there were two analysis carried on the 
data- 

1. Creating text clusters, text topics and concept links to identify meaningful tweets and understand 

association between the terms. 

2. Generating text rules based on text clusters. 

 

 ANALYSIS 1- CREATING TEXT CLUSTERS, TEXT TOPICS AND CONCEPT LINKS 

In the SAS Enterprise Miner, the file Import node, Text Parsing node, Text Filter node, Text Cluster node 
and Text Topic node were connected in a flow as seen below. 

 

 

Figure 4 – Text mining process 

 

 

Detailed description of node settings, node functions and node results 

File Import 

After converting json file into excel file using python, file import node is used in SAS enterprise miner for 
importing the data. File import node is used to convert the external data files like spreadsheets and 
database tables into a format that SAS recognizes as a data sources. We imported sample of 1000 
tweets into SAS for analysis. 

Text Parsing 

The text parsing node parses the data set containing tweets in order to quantify the words used in the 
tweets. It analyzes and filters same words and special characters. It creates the term by document matrix. 
Generally, terms are single words considered along with their synonyms/stems, multi word phrases, parts 
of speech etc.  From the result of text parsing node, we could find that the most frequent words were 
teslamodel3, elonmusk, electric, wait etc. There were a lot of misspelt words and short form of words in 
the tweets (like k instead of ok, ryt instead of right) which were taken care of in the next step of filtering. 

Text Filter 

Text filter node helped us to restrict the number of terms in the tweets by removing similar words that are 
not useful for our analysis. For running this node we provided a complete English dictionary containing 
terms and synonyms. In the property panel, the frequency weighing was default and term weight was set 
to mutual Information 
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We enabled the spell check option which suggested potential synonyms. We manually looked into some 
words and treated them as synonyms such as “innovation”, “breakthrough”, “revolution”,” disruptive” etc. 
This node created a compact set of meaning texts. 
 

Concept Links  

Concept links are a type of association analysis between the terms used which help to understand the 
relationship between words. They can be viewed in the interactive filter viewer. We generated concept 
links to answer two questions regarding people’s choice - 

1) Why an electric car? 

The answer to this question was found in the concept link of electric car as seen below- 
 

 
Concept link of Electric car 

 

 

Figure 5- Concept link of Electric car 

 
The link shows the term electric car to be analyzed in the center and the terms that it is mostly used with 
as links. The width of the link here is directly proportional to the strength of association of the term with   
electric car. Also, it is showing how many times the two terms co-exist in a tweet regarding Tesla Model 3 
In this concept link electric car is strongly related to term affordable, tesla model and gigafactory when 
compared to other terms future, sell, grow, apple and green. Most tweets show that with minimized 
styling, basic model of TeslaModel 3 is the most affordable electric car. 
 

2) Why a Tesla Model 3? 

The answer to this question was found in the concept link of TeslaModel3 as seen below- 
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Concept link of Tesla Model 3 

 

Figure 6- Concept link of TeslaModel3 

 

The most frequently associated words with Tesla Model 3 is Elon Musk and SpaceX. An ardent fan base 
of Elon Musk was found in twitter with most positive tweets about him, TeslaModel3 and his other venture 
SpaceX. The tweets are drawing parallels between technology used in TeslaModel3 and SpaceX. Users 
are comparing the car’s interior with spaceship interiors. 

The links clearly show the mindset of users regarding TeslaModel3. The tweets show association of this 
car with words like future, reservation, love, wait etc. 
 

Text Cluster 

The text cluster node in Enterprise Miner groups the similar terms in the dataset together. In this case four 
clusters are generated and all of them are well separated from each other as seen in Figure 7. The pie 
chart (Figure 6) shows the distribution of the cluster frequencies for the four prominent clusters. The 
frequencies are well distributed amongst all four clusters with cluster# 3 showing a little high frequency 
than the rest. 

Figure 7 Cluster Frequency                              Figure 8 Distance Between Clusters 
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List of clusters generated 

The four clusters generated from the text cluster node can be seen as below. The words in each of these 
clusters clearly tell a story regarding increasing reservations, anticipation and wait period for this car.  

Table 1 - Distribution and explanation of text clusters 

 

 

Text Topic 

Next we connected the Text Topic node  to the Text Filter node which enabled us to combine the term 
into topics so that we can analyze further. Using text topic node and by care carefully selecting terms, 8 
user topics were defined as shown below. 
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Table 2 – Text Topics 

 
 

 

ANALYSIS 2 – SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 

Statistical model  

We used the SAS® Sentiment Analysis Studio to build a statistical model with a stratified sample of 426 
tweets. 80% of the tweets were used to train the model. On the train data, when we run the statistical 
models, the Smoothed Relative Frequency and CHI Square Model gave the best results. 

The result of this model can be seen as below. 
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Figure 9 – Model Comparison 

The positive precision is doing better than the negative precision with overall precision of 61.7%. 

Chi-square is a feature ranking algorithm that basically classifies the features of the document based on 
its frequency and importance and uses it to build a model.  
 
As there is a difference in the size of documents, in order to attain correct length of document and number 
of feature words per document, the smoothed relative frequency algorithm performs text normalization. 
Next we brought the test data in to test model accuracy.  

Test Results   

We tested for a small data set containing 50 positive tweets and 50 negative ones. 

Test for positive tweets 

 

Figure 10 – Test for positive tweets 
The model correctly predicted the positive directory with 80% precision of positive tweets. 

 

Test for negative tweets 
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Figure 11 - Figure 12 – Test for positive tweets 
 

The model correctly predicted the negative directory with 92% precision of negative tweets. 

The statistical model did a very good job of predicting the tweets as positive and negative. In order to see 
what terms were classified by the model as positive and negative, we built a rule based model in 
Enterprise Miner. 

Rule Based Model 

In order to build the rule based model, the flow of nodes in Enterprise miner is shown as below. All the 
nodes like input data node, Data partition, Text Parsing and Text Filter have the same settings of their 
properties as before in the cluster analysis.  

 

Figure 13 – Rule based model 

 

Text Rule Builder Node 

The “Text Rule Builder” node generated an ordered set of rules. 
It identified the different subset of terms that describe our target sentiment (positive or negative). 
The same rules predict the sentiments in the test data. 
 
The Rules indicate the presence or absence of one or a small subset of terms (for example, “term1” AND 
“term2” AND (NOT “term3”)). Only those tweets match the rule which contain at least one occurrence of 
term1 and of term2 but no occurrences of term3.This set of derived rules creates a model that is both 
descriptive and predictive. 
 
When categorizing a new document, the model will proceed through the ordered set and choose the 
target that is associated with the first rule that matches that document. The text rule builder node were 
added to the flow with different settings to get comparable results. The rule based categorizer 
automatically generates ordered set of rules to describe and predict the target variable.  
 
The text rule builder node is run with different settings of generalization error, purity of rules and 
exhaustiveness (High, medium and Low). The setting with high generalization error, purity of rules and 
exhaustiveness gave the best results with lowest misclassification rate.  
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Figure 14- Rule Based Model Fit Statistics 

The validation misclassification rate was found to be 4% which is slightly higher than desired, but 
considering the challenges with analyzing limited content in tweets, we used this model to score.  
 
Improving the model 

To further improve the efficiency of the model, we manually checked the ‘change target values’ of the rule builder 
node to see if any reviews were classified incorrectly.  

 

Figure 15 – Editing target variables 

 

The highlighted tweet in figure 14 has a negative touch but was originally classified as positive. We 
changed the classification of the tweet from positive to negative in the source file. Similarly, some tweets 
were wrongly classified by the rules, whereas for some, the original target was set incorrectly. After 
making all required changes the model was run again and this time the misclassification rate came down 
to 2.7% 

After improving the model, going ahead, we checked the rules that were built to understand how the rules 
are classified as positive and negative.  

Positive Rules 

The positive rules contain terms like elon musk, autopilot, battery, charge and buy. The precision of 
positive rules ranges between 100 to 99% 

Some of the positive rules given by this node are shown below-

 

Figure 16 – Positive Rules 
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Negative Rules 

Some of the negative rules given by this node are shown below 

 

Figure 17- Negative Rules 

The negative rules contain the terms like crap, accident, late, hate, waiting etc. Some terms like autopilot 
and battery were categorized as both positive and negative. The precision of negative rules is from 100 to 
65%. 

Score Node 
For scoring we used a Score Node and then connected it to the dataset containing all the tweets. We 
then used a SAS Code node to export the scored dataset. 
After this, we used this model to score the test data set which had 300 tweets (150 positive and 150 
negative)  

The model showed 143 observations classified as negative and 157 are classified as positive.  

CHALLENGES IN ANALYZING SENTIMENT IN TWEETS 

 Some tweets with different related topics with Tesla included a # for teslamodel3.In such cases, 

though the model categorizes them as positive or negative, the results are not actually useful as 

they do not make business sense.  

 Some tweets are very short; it is difficult to categorize them as positive or negative. 

 In some tweets, the users want to express their sentiments with a link to a website including a # 

for teslamodel3.So the actual sentiment of the user are not clear by the tweet alone. Such tweets 

have to be ignored for sentiment mining. 

CONCLUSION 

The large amount of information contained in microblogging web-sites makes them an attractive source of 
data for opinion mining and sentiment analysis. This research sheds light on the views and opinions of 
twitter users about Tesla Model 3 and found that the there is a very strong liking among the users for this 
car. There were very few tweets with negative sentiments on Tesla Model 3. Twitter does not represent 
the entire spectrum of electric car fans or haters. As a future scope of analysis, other sources of people’s 
opinions can be added to the tweet corpus such as articles in car magazines or editor columns. A richer 
data set will improve the model. 
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